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0. Intr0ductiort 
We consider the differential equation: 
(0.1) 2 - {n2+q(x))y=o, 
where q(x) is a continuous function for all real values of X. Furthermore 
we assume that there exist constants a and b such that 
(0.2) Q(X)-a E w, c-1, q(x)-6 E i?( -q 0). 
In section 1 we will construct solutions yi(x, 2) and y&r, A) of (O.l), which 
are characterized by the following asymptotic behaviour in x= + oo and 
x=-m: 
i yl(x, A) exp 1/3Lz+a x + 1, 
(0.3) 
as x--f +oo and RevP+o 20; 
i 
yz(x, A) exp - VP+ b x 3 1, 
i 
$ (yz(x, 1) exp - VK6 x} + 0 
as x--f -co and Rel’P+b 20. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that under certain conditions on 
f(t) and the path of integration the following inversion formulas hold: 
A,+(00 
(0.5) &.fm c-u ++j !/2(x0, 4 -c fm(4 ~)at=~~~{f(xo+o)+f(xo-o)}, 
and 
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where w(L) denotes the Wronskian of yi(x, A) and yc(x, A), and the integrals 
over il are defined as their principal values. 
The exact formulation of (0.5) and (0.6) with the conditions will be 
given in theorem 3 in section 3. In section 2 we prove extensions for 
inversion formula (0.5) in the case f(t) E 0 for t <xc, and for (0.6) in the 
case f(t) E 0 for t>sc. These are formulated in the theorems 1 and 2. 
These results are used in the proofs of (0.5) and (0.6) in section 3. A 
corollary of these theorems given in section 2 is related to a result of 
Titchmarsh on the differential equation (0.1) with a(z) defined and real 
for 05~~00 [l, chapter IX]. 
Applications of the inversion formulas (0.5) and (0.6) will be given 
in a forthcoming paper. 
1. Special solutions of equution (0.1) 
It is easily shown that the solution of the initial value problem (0.1) 
with (0.3) is equivalent to that of the integral equation: 
(1.1) Ul(X, A)=1 + ha r (1 -e-2~(1-2)}{q(t)-a) ul(t, A)& 
for the function 
(1.2) UI(X, n)=yl(x, A) exp fi x, Rem 10, 3L2+a#O, 
occurring in (0.3). This equation has a unique solution which may be 
found by the method of successive approximations: 
w,&,4= 1+ &g {l-e- @=t-Z’)(q(t) -aa)?&,,-& A)& 
z 
Putting 
(1.3) fJl(4 = T I!@) -aI& 
2 
(n= 1, 2, . ..). 
we obtain by mathematical induction: 
Hence lim ui,&, A) =ui(x, A) exists, and 
n-+b3 
(14 
we 
Iul(x,d)-11$-l+ exp -, 
Iv%3 
and from (1.2) and (1.4): 
(1.5) lYl(~,~)-exp-~21~:exp-~~2+a21 -l+expm , 
-I 
w4 
1 
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-- 
for Re 1/X2 + a 2 0, 12 + a # 0. In a similar way the function 
(1.6) UZ(X, A) = y&c, 1) exp - VA2 + b z 
is the solution of the integral equation: 
(1.7) uz(z, 1) = 1 + & L {1-e-2Vl’+b(z-t)}{~(t)-b)~2(t,j2)dt, 
where Re j/A2 + b 2 0, 22 + b f 0. Putting 
(1.8) 02(x) = s” 14(t) - W, 
--a, 
we find in the same way: 
(1.9) f32@) lUz(X,L)-115-l-t exp- 
I@Ta ’ 
(1.10) -l+exp& , 
i 
for RevAs+ b 2 0, As+ b#O. Furthermore we need in the proofs of the 
formulas another special solution ys(x, A) of (0.1). y&r, A) behaves like 
exp -m x for x + - 00, Re vX+ b 2 0. Let c be an arbitrary real 
constant. Then we choose for the solution y&r, A) of (0.1) the function 
(1.11) y&, A) = u&c, A) exp - VA2-t b x, 
where 24x, A) is the solution of the integral equation 
P-e- 2”‘=ct-z’}{q(t)-b}u&3L)dt. 
Putting 
(1.13) 03(x) = .i la(t) - bldt, 
2 
we find if x SC that 
(1.14) k/3(&4--exp-FGxlI;Iexp -@TAX\ 
i 
-l+exp$$& 
I 
for Re 1/122 + b L 0, 1s + b # 0. Now we approximate the Wronskian 
(1.16) W) = Yl(X, 4Y’2(9& 4 -Yz(Z, 4Y’l(X, 4 
as 1 + 00 in the region D of the A-plane where Re m 2 0 and 
ReVP+b 20. From (1.2) we derive: 
(1.16) y’l(x, A) = {u’l(x, A) - VFG ul(x, A)} exp - VKiZ x, 
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and from (1.1): 
u’l(x, A)= - 7 (3-2vzGict-2) {n(t) -a} m(t, wt. 
z 
In view of (1.3) and (1.4) we have: 
w fw4 IW, 41 I exp iv-a, Q exp ,llG, for t&q 
(1.17) Iu1i(2, 1)15exp-J ,k!L 7 \q(t)--a~dt=0&)exp-%L. 
VP+4 
Hence ~‘i(x, 1) =0(l) as il --+ m on D with z fixed. 
For yi(x, 1) we obtain from (1.5): 
yl(x,A) =I 1+0(k)! exp - fix, 
and from (1.16), (1.17) and (1.4): 
y’1(x, A) = - I/nz + a 
1 ) 
-1 0 N-0 - ) exp - if%Gx. 1 ) 
In a similar way 
y&,4 =I l+OG>[ exp@TZx, 
Y’zh A) = VA2 + b 
-1 0 
11 - 1 i-0 - 
A \ 
exp VP + b Z. 
Substituting in (1.15) we obtain 
(1.18) W(A)=2A (l+O (;)), 
aa 1-+00 on D. 
In the same way we obtain for the Wronskian W&A) of y&c, A) and 
Y3(% 4: 
(1.19) as A-t-00 on Rem 20. 
A property of the solutions of the differential equation (0.1) which will 
be used later reads as follows: the function K(x, t ; A) satisfying (0.1) as 
a function of x with initial conditions 
Iqt, t; A) = 0, $ K(x, t; n)(,,,= 1, 
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is equal to 
(1.20) K(x t. A) = Y*(x, 4Y@, 4 -Yb 4y*v9 4 , , 
WY, Y* ; 4 
for any pair y and y* of linearly independent solutions of (O.l), where 
W(y, y* ; A) is the Wronskian of y and y*. 
2. Inversion formulas for functions vanishing in a neighborhood of +oo 
or -00 
First we prove a generalization of the inversion formula (0.6) in the 
case that f(t) vanishes for t <zoo. 
Theorem 1. Let x0, lo and 21 be real numbers with 11> ;20, 11> 0. As- 
sume q(x) is continzcous for x 2x0 a& there exists a con&ant a with 
q(x) -a E 2@0,~=). 
Let yl(x, A) be the soZution of (0.1) satisfying (0.3). 
Let f(t) be defined for t 2x0, be of bounded variation in a right-hand 
neighborhood of t =x0, and 
P-1) f(t) e-lo: E X!(Q, 00). 
H is the region in the ii-plane where Re I/nz +a 2 0, and C is a contour in H 
consisting of the line Re il= 11 with contingently some finite detours in H. 
Let ~(2) be a function analytic in the region B to the right of C and continzLozcs 
on the closure 0 of Q with 
(-5w ~(2) = eho ( 1+0(t)> 
aa il-tco on 8. 
Then 
Al+ieO 
(2.3) J 02 y,(A) s" Yl@, 4f (t)dt = aif(xo + 0), &-400 =Q 
where the integral in 1, talcen over C, ha8 its principal value. 
Proof: Substituting Y=- we see that formula (2.3) is equivalent 
to 
(2.4 lim y dv r X &A)yl(t, 1) f(t)&=7cif(xo+O). 
p+O” m P 
Let C?l be the image of G under the transformation v=m. 
Then the fun&ion 
(2.5) d4 4 
6 Indagationes 
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is analytic in 4. From (1.3) we have &(t) S 01(x0) for t~q. Hence from 
(2~79, (2.2) and (1.6) we obtain: 
(2.6) At, 4 = {exp 4x0 - t)>{ 1 + y(t, 4) 
where 
(2.7) y(t, aJ)=O 1 0 V 
aa Y +- oo on G1 uniformly in t for t 2x0. 
Let I(t, ,u) be defined by 
lGTG(Ir)‘+a 
(2.8) IV, Pu) = 1/(1 -s,) + g(t, 4dv. 
1 1 a 
From (2.6), (2.7) and Cauchy’s theorem we hd for t 2 ZO: 
( 
cp-4/A ~+iP 
(2.9) 44/d= s - J 
> 
g(t, VVY. 
v(1, - 1/o,+ i/4*+5 
Now we split I(t, 1~) in two parts Il(t, p) and I& 1~): 
w/4= 
(2.10) ( 
co--i/d m+ti 
s - s 
) 
exp Y(~O - t)dv = 
liK=GiG V&+w+a 
= ---& (exp[~~)2+(~0-t)]-exp[l/(11-i~)2+a(~0-t)]}, 
1 
co-ip w+*/r 
(2.11) 12(4/J)= J - J 
I 
{exp +0-t)} y(t, v)dv. 
k5iXK IGTGG 
First we prove: 
(2.12) lim r f(t)Il(t, p)dt=nif(xo+ 0). 
P-r- 50 
From (2.10) we have Il(t, p)= O(e-fot) for t -+ 00 uniformly in ,u. Hence 
by (2.1) 
(2.13) lim r f(t)Il(t, p)dt = 0 
C--f8 , 
uniformly in ,u. Furthermore, in view of (2.10): 
(2.14) 
where 
Il(t, p) = 2i sin &0-t) 1 e 
x0-t 
l(zOmt) + X(t, p) $1(%-t), 
(2.16) 
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as p --f 00 uniformly on x0 5 t 5r. Since f(t) is of bounded variation in a 
right-hand neighborhood oft = x0 we obtain (2.12) from Dirichlet’s theorem. 
Next we prove: 
(2.16) lim r f(t) I& p)dt = 0, 
P-+00 zo 
which implies with (2.12) : 
(2.17) lim J f(t) I(t, p)dt = nif(z0 + 0). 
p-00 q 
Again we split the integral in (2.16) into two parts i and r , where s 
20 * 
is chosen such that f(t) is of bounded variation on the interval zo 5 t % s. 
The real and imaginary parts of f(t) therefore can be written as the 
difference of two monotonic functions on zod t 5s. We will prove that 
(2.18) jl Iz(t, /A)& --f 0 
20 
as ~1 --f 00 uniformly on x0 5 $1 5s. Then applying Bonnet’s mean value 
theorem it follows that 
(2.19) lim / f(t) Iz(t, p)dt = 0. 
P-+W % 
To prove (2.18) we deduce from (2.11) and (2.7): 
(1 -exp Re Y(z~--,Q)}/~v~. 
Since 05 1 - exp Re Y(ZO--1) s 1, the last integrals tend to zero as p -+ 00 
uniformly on x0 5 $15 s, which proves (2.18). Furthermore from (2.7) and 
(2.11) we have: 
Iz(t, p)=e-“0’0 b 
0 
as p + 00 uniformly on t 2 s. Hence from (2.1) : 
lim r f(t) Iz(t, p)dt = 0, 
P+* 8 
which together with (2.19) implies (2.16). 
34 
From (2.8), (2.5), (1.5) and condition (2.1) it follows that 
-- 
r 44 Pu) fW = 
v&+ w+a 
s 
20 
dy s" ; qo)?m, qfw. 
~$Ta =o 
Passing to the limit end using (2.17) we obtain (2.4). 
From theorem 1 we may deduce s generalization of the inversion 
formula (0.6) in the case that f(t) vanishes for t>xo. 
Theorem 2. Let x0, i20 and iz~ be real numbers with II>&, b> 0. As- 
sume q(x) is continuous for ~5x0 and there exists a constant b with 
q(x)-b E 53(-c% x0). 
Let yz(x, iI) be the solution of (0.1) satisfying (0.4). Let f(t) be defined for 
t SXO, be of bounded variation in a left-handS neighborhood of t = x0, and 
(2.20) f(t)eAot E 2( - 00, x0). 
K is the region in the a-plane where Re mB 0, and C is a contour in K 
consisting of the line Re I=11 with contingently some finite detours in K. 
Let ~(2) be a function analytic in the region B to the right of C and wn- 
tinuuw on the closure i? of B with 
(2.21) fp(l)=e-“20 ( l+O G>) 
as A+oo on 8. Then 
A-kim 
(2.22) J dnd4 jP yz(t, 4f(t)dt=nif(zo-o), 
~-400 -ccl 
where the integral in il, taken over C, k its principal value. 
Proof: If y(x) is a solution of (0.1) then y*(x) = y( -2) satisfies the 
differentittl equation : 
(2.23) “s -{12+q*(x)}y*=0, where q*(x)=q(-x). 
Then a* = b, yi*(x, A) = yz( -x,12). If we replace xo by -x0, then it is 
easily seen that theorem 1 applied to the differential equation (2.23) gives 
formula (2.22). 
Adding the results of theorems 1 and 2 we have: 
Corollary 1. Let x0, &I and 11 be real numbers with 11>&, 21~ 0. 
Assume q(x) is defined and continuous for all real vahes of x and there 
exist constants a and b such that (0.2) holds. 
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Let yl(x, I) and yz(x, A) be the solutions of (0.1) satisfying (0.3), (0.4) 
respectively. 
Let f(t) be defined for all real values of t, be of bounded variation in a 
neighborhood of t =x0, and 
(2.24) f(t)e-“oltl 12 2( -00, 00). 
-- 
D is the region in the A-plane where Re VP + a 2 0 and Re 112 + b 2 0, and C 
is a contour in D consisting of the line Re A=& with contingently some finite 
detours in D. 
Let ~~(2) and q~2(2) be functions analytic in the region G to the right of C 
and continuous on the closure a of G with 
(2.25) fpl(l) = e&o (I+0 (i)), p2(2)=e+o (l+O (i)), 
as f. + 00 on G. 
Then 
A,+im 
(2.26) J @@)d3,=ni{f(x;0+0)+f(~0-0)), 
a,-ioo 
where 
(2.27) @(4 = w(4 sm YlV, 1) f (tw + w(J) s” Y2(4 4 f(t)dt. 
% -co 
In (2.26) the integral is taken over C and has the principal value. 
Corollary 2. Suppose q(x), yl(x, A) and y&z, A) are the functions of 
section 0. Then in theorem 1 we may choose ~(1) = ?/2(x0, 3) on account of 
(2.2) and (1.10). In theorem 2 we may choose ~(l)=yl(xo, 1) on account of 
(2.21) and (1.5). In the same way in coroZZary 1 we may take rp~(A)=yz(xo, ;I), 
qz(A)= yl(xo, A). Then we obtain (2.26) with 
@(A) = yz(x0, 1) ; y1(t, A) f(t)dt + y1(xo, A) s” y2(4 A) f(W. 
“0 -co 
A related result for the differential equation (0.1) with q(x) defined and 
real for Odx<oo can be found in Chapter IX, in particular 9.6, of [l]. 
Remark 1. It is easily seen that the preceding results can be adapted 
to the case that a(x) also depends analytically on 2. Then the assumption 
(0.2) has to be replaced by the following conditions : 
I&, 1) --al Sql(x) with q&) E 2(0, m), 
I&, I)-blsq2(x) with q&4 E 52(-w 01, 
for Re lP+azO and Revz+bzo. 
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3. Proof of the inversion formulas (0.5) and (0.6) 
The exact formulation of (0.5) is given in 
Theorem 3. The constants a and b and the functions yl(x, A), yz(x, A) 
and W(A) are defined in sections 0 and 1. 
Let E, 21 and x0 be real numbers with E > 0, Al> 0. Let f(t) be defined for 
real t, be of bounded variation in a neighborhood of t =x0, and 
(3.1) f(t)e-(“l-E)t E i?(O, oo), f(t)e-(“lfeJt fz 2( -00, 0). 
D is the region in the I-plane where Re VA2 + a L 0 and Re IA2 + b I 0, an& C 
is the contour in D consisting of the line Re A=21 with contingently some 
finite detours in D such that tJx zeros of W(A)‘are to the left of C. 
Then (0.5) holds. 
Furthermore (0.6) holds if the condition (3.1) is replaced by 
(3.2) f(t)e (Aj+E)t E qo, co), f (tk (h-&)t E q - 00, 0). 
In (0.5) and (0.6) the integrals in 3, are taken over C and have their principal 
VdUt?%. 
Proof: Prom (1.18) it follows that W(A)#O for sufficiently large IA/ 
in D. Hence there exists a contour C which satisfies the conditions of the 
theorem. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for the following two cases: 
I. f(t) z 0 for t<xo, 
II. f(t) z 0 for t>xo. 
Case I is comprised in theorem 1 with ~(1) = 23Ly2(zo, A)/ W(A). The con- 
dition (2.2) is satisfied because of (1.18) and (1.10). 
Now we restrict ourselves to case II. Introducing K(x, t; A) with 
y=yi(x, A), y*=yz(x, A) in (1.20) we see that (0.5) for this case is equiva- 
lent to 
I,-++ 
lim j ail 
P-t-J A,-@ &Y~x~, 4 s” y2(t, 4 fwat+ -w 
&-w 
+ lim J AdA F K(xo, t; A) f(t)at=~nif(~O-O). 
P-+,= &-ip -w 
By theorem 2 with v,(A) = 23Lyi(zc, A)/ W(A) the first limit in this equation 
is equal to &zif(xo - 0). 
So we have to prove that the second limit vanishes, or putting (T = IA2 + b 
that 
vKTo’+b 
(3.3) lim J 0a0 i fqxo, t; n) f(t)at=o. 
r*m I(.&-W+b --OO 
Now 
vfI,+ i/d+ b 
s uK(x0, t ; I)da = ‘s” + 
-- 
vf A, -i/d’+ b 
- i@ 
(3.4) 
- ip i’(4t% 
+ s + s = I1+ Iz+13. 
I/&- i/d+ b i/J 
On the line Re b= 0, a# 0, the functions Y&r, A) and Y&r, -A) are defined, 
and linearly independent. This last assertion follows from (1.10): 
y&c, A) = eOs( 1 + o(l)), Yz(x, --I) = eTuz( 1 + o(l)), as z += - 00. 
Therefore these functions may be substituted in formula (1.20) for 
K(z:, t ; A). Then we see that K(i, t ; A) is an even function 
quently of CJ for Re b= 0. Hence II in (3.4) vanishes. 
For 12 and 13 we use: 
of 1, and conse- 
(3.5) K@ t. A) = Y3(5,~)Yz(k 4 -Y&G 4Y3(4 4 , 5 
w23@) 
(cf. (1.20), where in the definition of y3 we choose CZQ). From (1.14), 
(1.10) and (1.19) we deduce: 
1 i uK(x”.1;2)=& 1+0 - 1 0 /A I exp +0-t)-& l+O i t ( >I exp 4 - ZO), 
as ,u + 00 uniformly in u on the line segments joining -@ with 
l(L1-~u)2$, and ip with [(&+$)2+b. Hence 
2”+I3= t& [cos~~iA1)2-b (t-x0)- 
- COS~/(,U-&)2--b (t-so)] +0 1 e(al+*J(zo-t). 
0 P 
From this, the lemma of Riemann-Lebesgue and (3.1) we obtain: 
I/O,+ i/d’+ b 
lim 7 &f(t) J c&(x0, t ; A)du = 0. 
P-*=- --oo vu, - w+ b 
From (3.6), (l.lO), (1.14) and (3.1) the changing of the order of integration 
in the last formula can be justified. 
So we obtain (3.3), and the proof of (0.5) is complete. 
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By using the same substitutions as in the proof of theorem 2, and 
condition (3.2) instead of (3.1), we may deduce (0.6) from (0.5). 
Remark 2. In the theorems the condition that f(t) is of bounded 
variation in some neighborhood of t = x0 may be replaced by some other 
condition sufficient for the convergence of an ordinary Fourier series. 
Inversion formulas for integral transforms with kernels defined aa solutions of 
differential equation (0.1) satisfying initial conditions in & 00 are derived under 
!&-conditions. 
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